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The Beginning of the End of the ECB Repo 
Facility for Securitization? 
BY CONOR DOWNEY AND DIEGO SHIN 

After widespread rumor and supposition, the European Central Bank (ECB) has in recent weeks 
taken the first public steps to try to reduce the current almost total reliance by the European 
securitization market on its repo facility. 

Following months of rumors of increasingly harsh treatment by the ECB of applications for the 
inclusion of new issues of asset-backed securities (ABS) to its list of eligible assets and significant 
increases to the market value "haircuts" applied to pre-credit crunch transactions (with reports of 
total haircuts of up to 50 percent for some deals),  the ECB announced on 20 November 2009 the 
first formal limitation to its emergency financing policies enacted in the aftermath of the credit 
crunch. 

At the beginning of November the ECB announced that December 2009 would be the last month in 
which a tender for 12-month repo funding would be made. Traditionally, the ECB offered shorter-
term funding with three months being the typical maximum, but in June 2009 in response to the 
unique conditions created by the credit crunch, 12-month tenders were made available. In 
addition, the ECB has also announced that the last six-month repo auctions will be conducted in 
March 2010 and market commentators now speculate that full allotments for one- and three-
month repos will end after April 2010. Although at this time market commentators see no signs of 
short-term increases to the ECB’s repo rate, reverting to shorter-term repo financing will increase 
the exposure of banks to changes in interest rates. 

More significantly, in a press release dated 20 November 2009 the ECB amended its criteria for 
ABS eligibility. Under the new regime, any ABS issued on or after 1 March 2010 will now need to 
be rated ‘AAA’ at issuance by two accepted external credit assessment institutions (ECAI) in order 
to be eligible for ECB financing. Typically, retained deals structured to access ECB funding so far 
have relied on a single ECAI rating. After issuance, new eligible ABS will need to ensure that both 
ratings do not fall below ‘single A’. 

In a further twist, from 1 March 2011 all ABS tendered as collateral for ECB emergency repo 
funding will need to be rated by two ECAIs irrespective of their date of issuance. Therefore, by 1 
March 2011, the two-ECAI requirement will apply to all deals entered into prior to 1 March 2010. 
Accordingly, recently completed deals and those with maturities that extend into and beyond 2011 
will need to support the costs of obtaining another rating from an accepted ECAI if ECB eligibility 
status is to be maintained. It is notable that this is the first significant change that the ECB has 
made to its repo facility that has retrospective effect. Until now, pre-existing transactions have 
been allowed to continue to be eligible for emergency repo funding as if changes did not affect 
them. 
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It is understood that the ECB has for some time been engaged in consultation with key participants 
in and representatives of the ABS industry to find ways of encouraging the European ABS market 
to be less reliant on its emergency repo funding. As such, further restrictions can be expected to 
be announced in coming months. However, in the absence of any real public market for ABS, it 
remains to be seen how European banks will source funds for their commercial and retail finance 
activities. 

  

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact 
any of the following Paul Hastings London lawyers: 

Conor W. Downey 
44-20-3023-5165 
conordowney@paulhastings.com  

Diego Shin 
44-20-3023-5177 
diegoshin@paulhastings.com  
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